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Using the inquiry cycle, you will research a  
famous scientist, identifying the impact they 
have had on the scientific world.  
 
You will create a presentation of your choice 
and share it to an audience, seeking feedback 
as you go. 
 
The scientist you choose might be from one of  
the books you have read, or another you are 
interested in studying.

SCIENTISTS
An inquiry into the Nature of Science

“The important thing is to never stop questioning.”
 
“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. 
Now is the time to understand more, so that we may fear 
less.”
 
“A man who is certain he is right is almost sure to be wrong.” 

Science is important because it influences most aspects of 
everyday life, including food, energy, medicine, transportation, 
leisure activities and more.  
 
Science improves human life at every level, from individual 
comfort to global issues. Scientific research is responsible for 
dramatic increases in food production, transforming the way 
humans consume food.  
 
Science is also responsible for innumerable advances in 
modern medicine. Diseases that once killed millions are 
now easily dispatched thanks to developments such as 
vaccinations and antibiotics. Even practices that are mostly 
taken for granted, such as hand washing, stem from scientific 
knowledge. 
 
Science is also responsible for human use of electricity, a vital 
component of modern life. Without the pioneering research 
of scientists such as Ben Franklin and Alessandro Volta, there 
would be no electric lights, no telephones, no televisions and 
no computers. You will choose an element from the periodic 

table to research. Using the inquiry process,  
you will identify the elements properties and 
uses.  
 
Based on what you learn, you will develop an 
action plan related to one of the uses you  
identify. How could this element be involved  
in making the world a better place?

THE ELEMENTS
An inquiry into the Periodic Table

The Element: Hydrogen

Atomic Number: 1 Atomic Weight: 1.00794 
Melting Point: 13.81 K (-259.34°C or -434.81°F) 
Boiling Point: 20.28 K (-252.87°C or -423.17°F) 
Density: 0.00008988 grams per cubic centimetre 
Phase at Room Temperature: Gas 
Element Classification: Non-metal 
Period Number: 1     Group Number: 1     Group Name: none

What’s in a name? From the Greek words hydro and genes, which 
together mean “water forming.” Say what? Hydrogen is pronounced  
as HI-dreh-jen.

History and Uses: 
Scientists had been producing hydrogen for years before it was 
recognized as an element. Written records indicate that Robert Boyle 
produced hydrogen gas as early as 1671 while experimenting with  
iron and acids. Hydrogen was first recognized as a distinct element  
by Henry Cavendish in 1766.

Composed of a single proton and a single electron, hydrogen is the 
simplest and most abundant element in the universe. It is estimated 
that 90% of the visible universe is composed of hydrogen.

Hydrogen is the raw fuel that most stars ‘burn’ to produce energy.  
The same process, known as fusion, is being studied as a possible 
power source for use on earth. The sun’s supply of hydrogen is 
expected to last another 5 billion years.

Hydrogen combines with other elements to form numerous 
compounds. Some of the common ones are: water (H2O), ammonia 
(NH3), methane (CH4), table sugar (C12H22O11), hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2) and hydrochloric acid (HCl).

In this inquiry, you will create a science 
experiment to test a science question you 
have. You will research other examples or 
similar experiments and compare the re-
sults. 
 
You will create a presentation to share 
your findings and consider some  
applications of your results. 

What’s the point of finding something out 
if there is no use for that knowledge? 

MAD SCIENCE
An inquiry into Science Experiments

Good science experiments come from asking good questions. 
Here are some examples of science questions:
 
Does music affect on animal behaviour?
Does the colour of food or drinks affect whether or not we like them?
Where are the most germs in your school?
Does music have an affect on plant growth?
Which paper towel brand is the strongest?
What is the best way to keep an ice cube from melting?
Can the food we eat affect our heart rate?
How effective are child-proof containers and locks?
Can background noise levels affect how well we concentrate?
What is the best way to keep cut flowers fresh the longest?
Does the colour of light used on plants affect how well they grow?
What plant fertilizer works best?
Does the colour of a room affect human behaviour?
What brand of battery lasts the longest?
What type of food allow mold to grow the fastest?
Does having worms in soil help plants grow faster?
Can plants grow in pots if they are sideways or upside down?
How much weight can the surface tension of water hold?
Can some people really read someone else’s thoughts?
Which soda decays fallen out teeth the most?
Can people tell artificial smells from real ones?
Does age affect human reaction times?
What is the effect of salt on the boiling temperature of water?
Does shoe design really affect an athlete’s jumping height?
What type of grass seed grows the fastest?
Can animals see in the dark better than humans?
 
You could choose one of these ideas or come up with your 
own to research.

The World of Matter module is  
designed to support the learning of  
key ideas within the Science curriculum. 

Through reading these texts, students will learn 
about, and have an introduction to, a variety of 
areas of chemistry. They will be able to explore 
the unique attributes of elements.
 
After completing this module, it would be  
expected that students have developed some of 
the knowledge and skills required to demonstrate 
success at level 4 of the curriculum.

Strand: Physical and Material World 

A World of Matter
Curriculum Level: 4 


